ULTRASOUND PRACTITIONERS HOW TO COMPLETE THE REQUISITION
Below is a copy of the Ultrasound (U/S) Information section on the Multiple Marker Screening (MMS) requisition. This is
the section that you, as ultrasound practitioners, are responsible for completing when patients request enhanced first
trimester screening (eFTS). It is important that you fill out ALL of the information below carefully, accurately, and
completely. Incorrect or missing information can negatively affect how quickly a patient receives a risk assessment and/or
how this risk assessment is calculated.
These are general guidelines to assist you in completing the requisition and should not take precedence over the
informed clinical decisions that you and your physician make to best benefit your patient.
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1. Please record the day that you performed the NT ultrasound.
2. Please record the crown-rump length (CRL) measurement and the nuchal translucency (NT) measurement obtained
on the day that you performed the NT ultrasound. Please pay close attention to the unit of measurement that you
select (mm/cm).
3. Please record the bi-parietal diameter (BPD) if the CRL measurement is >84mm. Please pay close attention to the
unit of measurement that you select (mm/cm).
4. Please record your Ontario NT ID number. It is important to recognize that your NT ID number is for your use
alone. You must protect it and you must not share it. If you do not have an Ontario NT ID number, you cannot fill
out this requisition.
5. Please record the name of the hospital/clinic where you performed the NT ultrasound. Please record a contact
number including the direct extension of your department.
6. Please print your name and sign the form.
7. If your patient has experienced the early demise of one twin, please record this information by checking the IUFD
tick box next to Twin B.
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IMPORTANT NOTES
If the CRL <45mm:
Please review the case with your physician and rebook the patient according to the guidelines of your place of practice.
To avoid delay in screening, if you are unable to review the case with a physician and rebook your patient, please
perform a dating ultrasound, record all required information on the requisition (i.e., CRL, U/S date, all practitioner
information) except for the NT measurement (write “N/A, patient too early for eFTS”), and send the patient for bloodwork.
If the CRL >84mm:
If the CRL is >84mm, please perform a dating ultrasound, record all required information on the requisition (i.e., CRL, BPD,
U/S date, all practitioner information) except for the NT measurement (write “N/A, patient too late for eFTS”), and send the
patient for bloodwork.
If you do not have an Ontario NT ID number:
If you do not have an Ontario NT ID number, you cannot perform NT ultrasound and fill out this requisition without the
supervision of an Ontario NT certified practitioner. The Ontario MMS labs cannot process an eFTS screen without the NT ID
number, name, and signature of an Ontario NT certified practitioner.
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The figure is a screenshot of the section on the Multiple Marker Requisition that needs to be filled out by the sonographer.
There are numbered arrows that point to the different areas of this section, which are further described below the
screenshot.
1. Arrow “1” points to “U/S Date”.
2. There are two arrows that are numbered “2”. One of the arrows points to “CRL” and the other arrow points to
“NT”.
3. Arrow “3“points to “BPD”.
4. Arrow “4” points to “Operator Code”.
5. There are two arrows that are numbered “5”. One of the arrows points to “Site”, and the other arrow points to
“Site phone #”.
6. There are two arrows that are numbered “6”. One of the arrows points to “Name” and the other arrow points to
“Signature”.
7. Arrow “7” points to “IUFD”.
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